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ABSTRACT
Open-Source Software (OSS) vulnerabilities bring great challenges
to the software security and pose potential risks to our society.
Enormous efforts have been devoted into automated vulnerabil-
ity detection, among which deep learning (DL)-based approaches
have proven to be the most effective. However, the performance
of the DL-based approaches generally relies on the quantity and
quality of labeled data, and the current labeled data present the
following limitations: (1) Tangled Patches: Developers may sub-
mit code changes unrelated to vulnerability fixes within patches,
leading to tangled patches. (2) Lacking Inter-procedural Vul-
nerabilities: The existing vulnerability datasets typically contain
function-level and file-level vulnerabilities, ignoring the relations
between functions, thus rendering the approaches unable to detect
the inter-procedural vulnerabilities. (3) Outdated Patches: The
existing datasets usually contain outdated patches, which may bias
the model during training.

To address the above limitations, in this paper, we propose
an automated data collection framework and construct the first
repository-level high-quality vulnerability dataset namedReposVul.
The proposed framework mainly contains three modules: (1) A vul-
nerability untanglingmodule, aiming at distinguishing vulnerability-
fixing related code changes from tangled patches, in which the
Large Language Models (LLMs) and static analysis tools are jointly
employed. (2) A multi-granularity dependency extraction module,
aiming at capturing the inter-procedural call relationships of vulner-
abilities, in which we construct multiple-granularity information
for each vulnerability patch, including repository-level, file-level,
function-level, and line-level. (3) A trace-based filtering module,
aiming at filtering the outdated patches, which leverages the file
path trace-based filter and commit time trace-based filter to con-
struct an up-to-date dataset.

The constructed repository-level ReposVul encompasses 6,134
CVE entries representing 236 CWE types across 1,491 projects
and four programming languages. Thorough data analysis and
manual checking demonstrate that ReposVul is high in quality and
alleviates the problems of tangled and outdated patches in previous
vulnerability datasets.

★ These authors contribute to the work equally and are co-first authors of the paper.
∗ Corresponding author. The author is also affiliated with Peng Cheng Laboratory and
Guangdong Provincial Key Laboratory of Novel Security Intelligence Technologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the increasing size and complexity of Open-
Source Software (OSS), the impact of OSS vulnerabilities has also
amplified and can cause great losses to our society. For example,
Cisco discovered a security vulnerability in the WebUI, identified
as CVE-2023-20198 [1] in 2023. This vulnerability allowed unautho-
rized remote attackers to gain elevated privileges. Currently, over
41,000 related devices have been compromised, resulting in great
losses for enterprises. Identifying vulnerabilities in an accurate
and timely manner is beneficial for mitigating the potential risks,
and has gained intense attention from industry and academia. The
existing vulnerability detection methods can be coarsely grouped
into two categories: program analysis-based methods [2–5] and
deep learning (DL)-based methods [6–9], among which DL-based
methods have proven to be more effective. Despite the success of
the DL-based methods, their performance tends to be limited by
the trained vulnerability datasets. For example, Croft et al. [10] find
that the widely-used vulnerability datasets such as Devign [11] and
BigVul [12] contain noisy, incomplete and outdated data. The low-
quality data may bias the model training and evaluation process.
Therefore, a high-quality real-world vulnerability dataset is impor-
tant yet under-explored for the vulnerability detection task. In the
paper, we focus on building the high-quality dataset by mitigating
the following limitations of the existing datasets:

(1) Tangled Patches:Vulnerability patchesmay contain vulnerability-
fixing unrelated code changes, resulting in tangled patches. Ex-
isting datasets [11–13] generally consider all the code changes
in one patch submission related to the vulnerabilities, introduc-
ing natural data noise. For the example shown in Figure 1(a), the
patch from CVE-2012-0030 includes the code change about path
modification, in which the request path parameter of the func-
tion webob.Request.blank() has been changed (Lines 2-3). Such
vulnerability-unrelated changes may be concerned with code refac-
toring or new feature implementation, and are hard to be distin-
guished. Therefore, identifying vulnerability-fixing related files
from multiple files in one patch presents a challenge.
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void* checked_xmalloc(size_t size){

alloc_limit_assert ("checked_xmalloc", size);

return xmalloc (size);

}

void* xmalloc(size_t size){

void *ptr = malloc (size);

if (!ptr && (size != 0)){

perror ("xmalloc: Memory allocation failure");

abort();

}

return ptr; 

}
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12(a) An example of the tangled patch from CVE-2012-0030. 

(b) An example of the inter-procedural vulnerability from 

CVE-2017-6308.

(c) An example of the outdated patch from CVE-2019-19927. 

Commit message: “fix out-of-bounds read in ttm_put_pages() v2”                  _

Commit ID: a66477b0efe511d98dde3e4aaeb189790e6f0a39 _

Parent ID: d47703d43ecaa9189d70fb5d151a6883cc44afd3                              _

File Path: drivers/gpu/drm/ttm/ttm_page_alloc.c _

- if (!(flags & TTM_PAGE_FLAG_DMA32)) {                                         _

+ if (!(flags & TTM_PAGE_FLAG_DMA32) && (npages - i) >= HPAGE_PMD_NR) {         _

for (j = 0; j < HPAGE_PMD_NR; ++j)

if (p++ != pages[i + j])

break;

...

}

def test_keypair_list(self):

- req = webob.Request.blank('/v1.1/123/os-keypairs’)             _

+ req = webob.Request.blank('/v1.1/fake/os-keypairs’)            _

res = req.get_response(fakes.wsgi_app())

self.assertEqual(res.status_int, 200)

res_dict = json.loads(res.body)

response = {'keypairs': [{'keypair': fake_keypair('FAKE')}]}

self.assertEqual(res_dict, response)

...
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Commit message: “fix start page for huge page check in ttm_put_pages()”          _

Commit ID: ac1e516d5a4c56bf0cb4a3dfc0672f689131cfd4                              _

Parent ID: a66477b0efe511d98dde3e4aaeb189790e6f0a39                              _

File Path: drivers/gpu/drm/ttm/ttm_page_alloc.c _

if (!(flags & TTM_PAGE_FLAG_DMA32) && (npages - i) >= HPAGE_PMD_NR) {

- for (j = 0; j < HPAGE_PMD_NR; ++j)                                          _

+ for (j = 1; j < HPAGE_PMD_NR; ++j)                                          _

if (p++ != pages[i + j])

break;

...

}

Figure 1: Examples for illustrating the challenges of existing datasets. Lines highlighted in green denote added content, red
indicates deleted content, yellow represents commit information, and blue identifies the caller and callee.

(2) Lacking Inter-procedural Vulnerabilities: Vulnerabili-
ties in real-world scenarios usually involve calls between multiple
files and functions, whereas individual functions alone are not
necessarily vulnerable. Existing datasets [11, 13] mainly focus on
function-level granularity, ignoring the call information. Figure 1(b)
illustrates an example of inter-procedural vulnerability (CVE-2017-
6308). The return value of the function checked_xmalloc() is
passed by the function xmalloc() (Line 3) in this example. Given
that the parameter of size could overflow, there is a potential
risk of triggering CWE-190 (Integer Overflow or Wraparound).
However, the functions checked_xmalloc() and xmalloc() are
flawless themselves, while existing labeling methods may mark
them as vulnerable. Models trained on the vulnerable data with-
out considering inter-procedural call information would be biased,
limiting their performance in practical scenarios.

(3) Outdated Patches: Patches may introduce new vulnerabili-
ties and become outdated, while current datasets do not consider
the timeliness of the patches. Figure 1(c) shows an original patch
and its child patch both from CVE-2019-19927. In the original patch,
developers add stronger constraints to the existing conditional
statement to avoid CWE-125 (Out-of-bounds Read) [14] (Lines 6-7).
However, in the next immediate patch, the loop statement after
the conditional statement is changed (Lines 7-8), with the commit
message stating “fix start page for huge page check”. Clearly, this
additional fix is due to the incompleteness of the original patch,
and thus the original patch is outdated and should be filtered out.

In this paper, we propose an automated data collection frame-
work and construct a repository-level high-quality vulnerability

dataset named ReposVul to address the aforementioned limita-
tions. Our framework consists of three modules: 1○ A vulnerabil-
ity untangling module: We propose to integrate the decisions
of Large Language Models (LLMs) and static analysis tools to dis-
tinguish the vulnerability-fixing related files within the patches,
given their strong contextual understanding capability and domain
knowledge, respectively. 2○ A multi-granularity dependency
extraction module: We extract the inter-procedural call relation-
ships of vulnerabilities among the whole repository, aiming to con-
struct multi-granularity information for each vulnerability patch,
including file-level, function-level, and line-level information. 3○
A trace-based filtering module: We first track the submission
history of patches based on file paths and commit time. Through
analyzing historical information on the patches, we then identify
outdated patches by tracing their commit diffs.

In summary, our contributions can be outlined as follows:

(1) We introduce an automated data collection framework for
obtaining vulnerability data. Our framework consists of a vul-
nerability untangling module to identify vulnerability-fixing
related files within tangled patches, a multi-granularity de-
pendency extraction module to construct inter-procedural
vulnerabilities, and a trace-based filtering module to recog-
nize outdated patches.

(2) ReposVul is the first repository-level vulnerability dataset,
including large-scale CVE entries representing 236 CWE
types across 1,491 projects and four programming languages
with detailed multi-granularity patch information.

(3) Through manual checking and data analysis, ReposVul is
high in quality and alleviates the limitations of the existing
vulnerability datasets. We have publicly released the source
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code as well as ReposVul at: https://github.com/Eshe0922/
ReposVul.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the framework to collect ReposVul. Section
3 presents the evaluation and experimental results. Section 4 dis-
cusses the data application and limitations of ReposVul. Section 5
introduces the background of the OSS vulnerability datasets and
detection methods. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 FRAMEWORK
Figure 2 presents an overview of our data collection framework,
which contains four procedures to construct the vulnerability dataset.
The framework begins with the raw data crawling step, designed to
gather vulnerability entries and associated patches, resulting in an
initial dataset. This dataset is then processed through the following
three key modules to yield the final dataset ReposVul: (1) The vul-
nerability untangling module aims at automatically identifying
vulnerability-fixing related files within tangled patches, by jointly
considering the decisions from LLMs and static analysis tools. (2)
Themulti-granularity dependency extractionmodule extracts
inter-procedural call relationships associated with vulnerabilities
throughout the repository. (3) The trace-based filtering mod-
ule tracks the submission history of patches based on file paths
and commit time, aiming to analyze commit diffs corresponding to
patches.

2.1 Raw Data Crawling
This phase aims to collect the extensive raw vulnerability data, with
detailed entry information illustrated in Table 1. The creation of the
initial dataset involves three steps: 1) crawling vulnerability entries
from open-source databases, 2) fetching patches associated with
the vulnerability entry from multiple platforms, and 3) obtaining
detailed information on changed files involved in the patch.

2.1.1 Vulnerability Entry Collection. We collect open-source vul-
nerabilities fromMend [15] which involves both popular and under-
the-radar community resources with extensive vulnerability entries.
During the collection, we retrieve CVE entries in chronological or-
der for the identification of outdated patches. We then store these
entries in a structured format, as illustrated in the “Vulnerability
Entry Information” part of Table 1. Each entry encompasses es-
sential features such as the CVE-ID, CVE description, associated
CWE-ID, and other relevant information.

2.1.2 Patch Collection. To comprehensively analyze each vulnera-
bility entry, we collect the corresponding patches. For the majority
of the projects, we collect these patches from GitHub [16] and
record their Commit-ID and Commit-Message. Additionally, for
two special projects, including Android and Chrome, we conduct
patch collection on Google Git [17] and bugs.chromium [18], re-
spectively, as some of their patches are not released on GitHub.
Detailed patch-level information is summarized in Table 1.

2.1.3 Related File Collection. To extract vulnerability code snippets
at file-level and repository-level, we download the entire repository
of the parent patch and child patch associated with each patch
using its unique Commit-ID. For each file in the patch, we retrieve
its content before and after code changes. In Table 1, we present the

Table 1: Basic information for each entry in ReposVul, in-
cluding vulnerability entry information, patch information,
and related file information.

Features Description

Vulnerability Entry Information

CVE-ID The CVE that the entry belongs to
CWE-ID The CWE that the entry belongs to
Language The programming language of the CVE
Resource Involved links of the CVE

CVE Description The description of the CVE
Publish-Date The publish date of the CVE

CVSS The CVSS score of the CVE
CVE-AV The attack vector of the CVE
CVE-AC The attack complexity of the CVE
CVE-PR The privileges required of the CVE
CVE-UI The user interaction of the CVE
CVE-S The scope of the CVE
CVE-C The confidentiality of the CVE
CVE-I The integrity of the CVE
CVE-A The availability of the CVE

CWE Description The description of the CWE
CWE Solution Potential solutions of the CWE

CWE Consequence Common consequences of the CWE
CWE Method Detection methods of the CWE

Patch Information

Commit-ID The commit id of the patch
Commit-Message The commit message of the patch
Commit-Date The commit date of the patch

Project The project that the patch belongs to
Parent Patch The parent patch of the patch
Child Patch The child patch of the patch

URL The API-URL of the patch
Html-URL The Html-URL of the patch

Related File Information

File-Name The name of the file
File-Language The programming language of the file
Code-Before The content of the file before fixes
Code-After The content of the file after fixes

Code-Change The code changes of the file
Html-URL The Html-URL of the file

details of each related file, including key features like File-Name,
Code-Before, and Code-After.

2.2 Vulnerability Untangling Module
The vulnerability untangling module aims to remove vulnerability-
fixing unrelated code changes from patches. We employ LLMs for
evaluating the relevance between code changes and vulnerability
fixes, and static analysis tools for checking vulnerabilities in the
code changes, separately. Jointly considering their outputs, we
determine whether a changed file is vulnerability-fixing related.

https://github.com/Eshe0922/ReposVul
https://github.com/Eshe0922/ReposVul
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Code-Change
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Related Files

3. Multi-granularity Dependency Extraction
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Change
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void func1(){
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 }
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  ···}
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int func3(){
 func1();
 ···}
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cflow

Java-all-call-graph
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(1) File Path Trace-based Filter
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Platforms
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CWE Description, Commit-Message…
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ExtractSuffix-based Filter
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Compare Records

 in the Dictionary

Assess the Overlap

in Changed Files

(2) Commit Time Trace-based Filter

Vulnerability Entry Information

Related File Information

Patch Information

Figure 2: The architecture of our automatic data collection framework.

2.2.1 LLMs Evaluation. LLMs possess strong contextual under-
standing capability and extensive applicability across programming
languages. The adaptability of LLMs to different programming lan-
guages also ensures that LLMs-based evaluation can be conducted
across various code syntaxes and structures. We opt for Tongyi [19]
to evaluate the relevance between code changes and vulnerability
fixes effectively, considering its accessible free API and support for
long context inputs.

To effectively leverage LLMs’ contextual understanding capabil-
ity, we craft a task-specific prompt to evaluate the relevance of code
changes to the corresponding vulnerability fixes, as depicted in
Figure 3. This prompt consists of several components: (1) System
prompt: The LLM acts as an expert, analyzing code vulnerabilities
and their corresponding fixes. (2) Contextual prompt: The prompt
involves four types of contextual information. 1○ CWE description:
Based on the CWE-ID associated with each patch, we provide a
brief vulnerability description. 2○ CWE solution: We offer the rec-
ommended solutions according to the CWE-ID, which helps LLMs
assess the alignment of code changes with the vulnerability so-
lutions. 3○ Commit message: The commit messages from patches
aid LLMs in comprehending the purpose of the fixes. 4○ Function:
We utilize the Tree-sitter tool [20] to extract functions affected by
the code changes in the file. This prompt contextualizes the code
changes, aiding in a precise analysis. (3) Input Code Change: The
specific code changes made in the file. (4) Answer prompt: The
LLMs evaluate the relevance of code changes in the file to vulnera-
bility fixes and output “YES” or “NO” indicating whether the code
changes are vulnerability-fixing related. Given the prompt with
detailed vulnerability and patch information, LLMs can effectively
determine the relevance of code changes to vulnerability fixes based
on the code context.

(4) Answer prompt

(1) System prompt You are now an expert in code vulnerability and patch fixes.

[CWE description]

The product writes data past the end, or before the beginning, of 

the intended buffer.
[CWE solution]

Double check that the buffer is as large as specified.

Check buffer boundaries if accessing the buffer in a loop.

[Commit message]

This patch solves the buffer overflow problem. 

[Function]

@@ -9,1 +9,1
-  paddedSalt[saltLen] = '\0';
+  paddedSalt[std::min(maxSaltLength, saltLen)] = '\0';

1
2
3

char *string_crypt(const char *key, const char *salt){
  ...
  static constexpr size_t maxSaltLength = 123;
  char paddedSalt[maxSaltLength + 1];
  paddedSalt[0] = paddedSalt[maxSaltLength] = '\0';
  memset(&paddedSalt[1], '$', maxSaltLength - 1);
  memcpy(paddedSalt, salt, 
     std::min(maxSaltLength, saltLen));
  paddedSalt[saltLen] = '\0';
  ...}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Whether the code changes in the file related to vulnerability fixes?

+

(2) Contextual prompt

(3) Input Code Change

+

+

Figure 3: A sample prompt for LLMs to evaluate the relevance
of code changes in one file to the vulnerability fixes.

2.2.2 Static Analysis Tool Checking. Besides LLMs, we also em-
ploy static analysis tools for vulnerability checking. Static analysis
tools detect vulnerabilities in code by extracting source code mod-
els [21] and employing diverse vulnerability rules, ensuring high
code coverage and low false-negative rates. We employ various
static analysis tools to check for vulnerabilities in code changes,
which integrate the vulnerability rules and expert knowledge from
different tools.

We choose four well-established tools, including Cppcheck [22],
Flawfinder [23], RATS [24], and Semgrep [25], considering their
open-source availability and flexible configuration options, for
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(a) Code Changes of Caller Function.

(b) Code Changes of Callee Function.
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void* checked_xmalloc(size_t size){

size_t res;

if (check_mul_overflow(size, &res))

abort();

alloc_limit_assert ("checked_xmalloc", res);

return xmalloc(size);

}
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void* xmalloc(size_t size){

size_t res;

if (check_mul_overflow(size, &res))

abort();

void *ptr = malloc (res);

if (!ptr && (size != 0)){

perror ("xmalloc: Memory allocation failure");

abort();

}

return ptr; 

}

Figure 4: Two solutions to fix the inter-procedural vulnera-
bility. The tokens highlighted in green indicate code changes
related to vulnerability fixing.

achieving effective vulnerability detection across multiple program-
ming languages. For different languages, we employ different static
analysis tools based on the applicability of the tools. Specifically,
for C and C++ files, we use all the four tools. For Python files, our
analysis is conducted using RATS and Semgrep; while for Java files,
we only use Semgrep. For each file in a patch, we first employ
static analysis tools to check whether the before-fixing file contains
vulnerabilities. We then determine one file as vulnerability-fixing
related only if the vulnerabilities detected in the before-fixing ver-
sion1 correspond to code changes in the patch.

2.2.3 Joint Decision. We combine the comprehension capabilities
of LLMs and the domain knowledge of static analysis tools to iden-
tify vulnerability-fixing related files in one patch. The files are
labeled as related or not only if both LLMs and static analysis tools
reach the same decisions. Files with conflicting results from the
LLMs and static analysis tools are excluded for the subsequent
processing.

2.3 Multi-granularity Dependency Extraction
Module

Existing vulnerability datasets mainly focus on function-level vul-
nerabilities, ignoring the rich context information. To mitigate
this challenge, we extract the inter-procedural call relationships of
vulnerabilities throughout the repository and construct multiple-
granularity information for each vulnerability patch, including
information at repository level, file level, function level, and line
level.

1We aggregate the vulnerabilities detected by the multiple static analysis tools during
the processing.

Algorithm 1: Repository-level Dependency Extraction
Input :𝑠𝑒𝑙𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔; // selected programming language

𝑉𝑢𝑙𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑒 ; // all vulnerability-fixing related files in a project
Output :𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 ; // caller trees in the project

𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 ; // callee trees in the project
1 // initialize the 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 and 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 ;
2 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 ← ∅; 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 ← ∅;
3 foreach 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒 ∈ 𝑉𝑢𝑙𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑒 do
4 𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 ← getParentProject(𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒);
5 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑒 ← getAllFile(𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔) ;
6 𝑉𝑢𝑙𝑆𝑛𝑖𝑝 ← getSnip(𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒 ) ;
7 foreach 𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑝 ∈ 𝑉𝑢𝑙𝑆𝑛𝑖𝑝 do
8 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 ← getNearFunc(𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒);
9 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 ← getOutFunc(𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒);

10 // adopt static analysis tools to extract caller and callee chains;
11 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 .add(StaticToolExtractor(𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡, 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑒, 0));
12 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 .add(StaticToolExtractor(𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡, 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑒, 1));
13 end
14 end

Algorithm 2: Root Extraction for Caller and Callee Trees
1 // extract the root of the function callee tree;
2 Function getOutFunc(𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒):
3 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐 ← ∅;
4 // extract all the first layer function of 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒 ;
5 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐 ← getTopLevelFunc(𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒);
6 foreach 𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐 ∈ 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐 do
7 if 𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑝 ∩ 𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐 ≠ ∅ then
8 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐 .add(𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑝);
9 end

10 end
11 return 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐

12 // extract the root of the function caller tree;
13 Function getNearFunc(𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒):
14 // expand the search scope to the top-level functions;
15 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑛𝑖𝑝 ← getOutFunc(𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒);
16 return getAPI(𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑛𝑖𝑝, 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒)

2.3.1 Pilot Experience. Figure 1(a) illustrates an example of an
inter-procedural CWE-190 (Integer Overflow or Wraparound) vul-
nerability [26]. Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) show two real-world
solutions implemented across subsequent commits, which involve
changing the caller function and adjusting the callee function, re-
spectively. Specifically, Figure 4(a) demonstrates the first solution,
where the function check_mul_overflow() is used to verify if the
variable 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 is overly large before the xcalloc() function is called
(Lines 3-4). Figure 4(b) illustrates the second solution, which in-
volves a check within the xcalloc() function itself to assess the
size of 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 (Lines 3-4). Therefore, for the code snippets, whether
function as callers or callees, inter-procedural vulnerabilities can
be introduced. Note that code changes of Figure 4(a) do not cover
the sixth line, which contains the inter-procedural vulnerability
API, xmalloc(). Therefore, when capturing the inter-procedural
vulnerability from a code snippet, we need to expand the search
scope to its top-level functions.

2.3.2 Repository-level Dependency Extraction Algorithm. We de-
velop a dependency extraction algorithm comprising two compo-
nents: Repository-level Dependency Extraction (Algorithm 1) and
Root of Caller and Callee Tree Extraction (Algorithm 2). Algorithm 1
serves as the primary process for dependency extraction, while
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Table 2: Multi-granularity information for each patch in
ReposVul, including file-level, function-level, file-level, and
repository-level information.

Features Description

Line-level

Line The content of the code line
Line-Number The line number of the code line

Function-level

Function The content of the function
Target The vulnerability label of the function

File-level

LLMs-Evaluate LLMs evaluation results
Static-Check Static analysis tools checking results

Target The vulnerability label of the file

Repository-level

Inter-procedural Code The content of the inter-procedural code
Target The vulnerability label of the code snippet

Algorithm 2 specifically addresses the extraction of the roots of
function caller and callee trees.

Algorithm 1 presents our repository-level dependency extrac-
tion framework. It takes the selected programming language and all
vulnerability-fixing related files in a project as input and produces
two outputs: the function caller tree (𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒) and the function
callee tree (𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒). The algorithm works as follows: for each
changed code snippet in a vulnerability-fixing related file, we ini-
tially identify the root functions for both caller and callee trees,
named 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 and 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 , respectively (Lines 8-9). Subse-
quently, a specific static analysis tool is used to build the caller trees
from 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 and callee trees from 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 (Lines 11-12). For
different programming languages, we use different tools: cflow [27]
for C/C++, Java-all-call-graph [28] for Java, and PyCG [29] for
Python, considering these tools are specifically designed for certain
programming languages.

Algorithm 2 is designed to identify the roots of function caller
and callee trees. For the root of the function callee tree extraction,
we identify all the top-level functions within the file (Line 5). Next,
we retrieve the top-level functions that overlap with the provided
code snippet (Lines 6-10). For the root of the function caller tree
extraction, we first expand the scope of API extraction to the top-
level functions containing the given code snippet (Line 15). We then
leverage the Tree-sitter tool [20] to extract all relevant APIs in the
scope (Line 16).

2.3.3 Multi-granularity Code Snippet. To identify inter-procedural
and intra-procedural vulnerabilities and facilitate the localization
of vulnerabilities, we construct multiple-granularity information
for each patch, including repository-level, file-level, function-level,
and line-level. As shown in Table 2, each patch contains multi-
granularity information.

Repository-level: For each vulnerability-fixing related file, we
employ Algorithm 1 to extract the inter-procedural call relation-
ships of vulnerabilities among the whole repository.

File-level: We consider the vulnerability-fixing related files be-
fore and after code changes as vulnerable and non-vulnerable, re-
spectively. For vulnerability-fixing unrelated files, we consider both
the files before and after code changes as non-vulnerable.

Function-level: For each function affected by code changes,
if the function is defined in vulnerability-fixing related files, we
consider the function before and after code changes as vulner-
able and non-vulnerable, respectively; if the function is defined
in vulnerability-fixing unrelated files, we consider both the func-
tion before and after code changes as non-vulnerable. For each
function unaffected by code changes, we consider the function as
non-vulnerable.

Line-level: We extract the line changes and their line numbers
from code changes in the patch and leverage these line changes as
a precise detection target.

2.4 Trace-based Filtering Module
Patches may introduce vulnerabilities and become outdated, but
the existing datasets do not distinguish outdated patches, posing
a potential risk to data quality. In this module, we initially track
the submission history of patches based on file paths and commit
time. Through analyzing patches’ historical information, we then
recognize outdated patches by tracing their commit diffs.

2.4.1 File Path Trace-based Filter. We initially filter noise files ac-
cording to the suffixes. For example, some files such as description
documentation (suffixed with .md, .rst), data (suffixed with .json,
.svg), change logs (suffixed with .ChangeLog), and output files (suf-
fixed with .out), are generally unrelated to functionality implemen-
tation. For the remained files, we create a dictionary associating
file paths with their most recent submission dates in our collected
vulnerability patches. We then review the submission date of each
file, comparing it to the latest date recorded in the dictionary. If
the file’s submission date is not the most recent, we retain the file
for the subsequent commit time trace-based filter. Otherwise, we
filter it out. As shown in Figure 1(c), the file ttm_page_alloc.c still
contains vulnerabilities after the first code changes. We create the
entry in the dictionary based on the file’s path “ttm_page_alloc.c”
and its latest submission date. According to the file’s submission
dates, we consider the earlier submitted file (commit id a66477b) as
vulnerable.

2.4.2 Commit Time Trace-based Filter. We first retrieve each orig-
inal patch’s parent patch and child patch based on its commit
time. We then assess whether the files changed within the parent
patch and child patch overlap with those changed by the original
patch. If there is an overlap within the retained files by the file
path trace-based filter, we recognize the original patch as out-
dated. As illustrated in Figure 1(c), the original patch (commit id
a66477b) and its child patch (commit id ac1e516) change the same
file ttm_page_alloc.c due to the incompleteness of the original patch.
By comparing the overlapping between the changed files in the
original patch and its child patch, we can find the same changed
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file ttm_page_alloc.c. Since the file is retained by the file path trace-
based filter, we consider the original patch as outdated.

3 EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

In this section, we illustrate the advantages of ReposVul and focus
on the following four Research Questions (RQs):

RQ1: What are the advantages of ReposVul compared to the
existing vulnerability datasets?

RQ2: What is the quality of data labels in ReposVul?
RQ3: To what extent do the selection of LLMs and prompt

design in the vulnerability untangling module affect the
label quality?

RQ4: Howdoes ReposVul perform in filtering outdated patches?

3.1 RQ1: Advantages of ReposVul
To answer RQ1, we compare ReposVul with six widely-used vul-
nerability detection datasets [11–13, 30–32] from several aspects,
including the granularity of vulnerabilities, number of CWE types,
vulnerability labeling methods, outdated patches recognition, and
additional information. As shown in Table 3, ReposVul has the
following advantages compared to current datasets:

Multi-granularity information: Compared to other datasets
that only contain vulnerabilities at the line-level, function-level,
and file-level, ReposVul contains more comprehensive granularities,
including repository-level, file-level, function-level, and line-level
vulnerabilities, which considers inter-procedural vulnerabilities and
provides information that is more than a single patch. As shown
in Table 4, ReposVul comprises 14,706 files from 6,897 patches.
Specifically, ReposVul encompasses 212,790 functions in C, 20,302
in C++, 2,816 in Java, and 26,308 in Python, respectively.

Extensive CWE coverage: As shown in Table 3, ReposVul
covers more CWE types than all other datasets. ReposVul covers
149 CWE types in C, 105 in C++, 129 in Java, and 159 in Python,
respectively. ReposVul encompasses CWE types that extend across
various programming languages since some CWE types are not
language-specific. It indicates that ReposVul provides more com-
prehensive data than existing benchmarks.

Effective labeling methods: The previous work [10] has iden-
tified the noisy data problem in the existing datasets by the current
labeling method. In this paper, ReposVul proposes the vulnerability
untangling module for improving the vulnerability data quality. It
involves the vulnerability rules and domain knowledge from static
analysis tools and the strong contextual understanding capability
from LLMs.

Recognition of outdated patches: Current vulnerability datasets
do not distinguish outdated patches. ReposVul employs the trace-
based filtering module to recognize potential outdated patches. The
trace-based filtering module integrates file path trace-based filter
and commit time trace-based filter to provide labels for outdated
patches.

Specific richness of additional information: ReposVul con-
tains the richest additional information, including CVE descriptions,
CVSS, and patch submission history illustrated in Table 1, and static

analysis information illustrated in Table 2. Comprehensive informa-
tion on vulnerabilities enables developers and researchers to take
effective measures for vulnerability detection.

Answer to RQ1: Compared to the existing datasets, Re-
posVul incorporates multi-granularity code snippets and
the most extensive range of CWE types. It also employs an
effective method for labeling vulnerability data and pro-
vides annotations for outdated patches, along with other
rich additional information.

3.2 RQ2: Label Quality of ReposVul
To answer the RQ2, we first conduct experiments to assess the
labeling method of ReposVul (i.e., the vulnerability untangling
module in the data collection framework). Then, we compare the
label quality of ReposVul with that of the previous datasets.

Comparison with LLMs and static analysis tools: We com-
pare the label quality of ReposVul with that obtained by LLMs
and static analysis tools separately. The results are presented in
Table 5. Specifically, we randomly select 50 CVE cases for each
programming language. We recruit three academic researchers as
participants, and each of them possesses over five years of software
vulnerability detection experience. According to the vulnerability
description and the commit message of the patch, the participants
manually label the code changes of the file in the patch as “Yes”
or “No”, corresponding to whether the code changes of the file are
relevant to the vulnerability fix or not, respectively. After assessing,
participants reach agreements on 96% for the cases. For the remain-
ing discrepancies, participants negotiate and reach a consensus. As
shown in Table 5, we observe that the proposed labeling method
achieves the highest accuracy of 85% across the four programming
languages on average, exceeding LLMs by 10% and static analysis
tools by 5.5%.

Comparisonwith the existing datasets:The previouswork [10]
has shown that 20-71% of vulnerability labels are inaccurate in the
state-of-the-art OSS vulnerability datasets. Analyzing the results in
Table 5, we observe that ReposVul shows the labeling accuracy at
85%, 90%, 85%, and 80% on C, C++, Java, and Python, respectively.
Compared with the existing OSS vulnerability datasets as reported
in [10], ReposVul achieves relatively higher accuracy across the
four programming languages, especially for the C++ programming
language with an outstanding accuracy at 90%. Our observations in-
dicate that ReposVul’s label quality is better than previous datasets
due to the integration of contextual understanding capability from
LLMs and domain knowledge from static analysis tools.

Answer to RQ2: After manual checking of a subset of
labelled data, the label quality of ReposVul outperforms
the existing datasets, achieving accuracy of 85%, 90%, 85%,
and 80% on C, C++, Java, and Python, respectively. The
proposed labeling method also performs better than LLMs
and static analysis tools applied separately.
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Table 3: Comparison between ReposVul and six widely-used vulnerability detection datasets.

Granularity CWE Types Labeling Method Outdated Patch Additional InformationBaseline Line Function File Repository Recognition

BigVul [12] ! ! % % 91 Commit Code Diff % !

D2A [30] ! ! % % - Static Analysis % !

Devign [11] % ! % % - Manually % %

Reveal [13] % ! % % - Commit Code Diff % %

CrossVul [31] % % ! % 168 Commit Code Diff % !

DiverseVul [32] % ! % % 150 Commit Code Diff % !

ReposVul ! ! ! ! 236 LLMs + Static Analysis ! !

Table 4: Statistics of ReposVul.

Languages CVE Entries Patches Files Functions

C 3,565 4,010 7,515 212,790
C++ 631 689 1,506 20,302
Java 786 888 2,925 2,816

Python 1,152 1,310 2,760 26,308

Total 6,134 6,897 14,706 262,216

Table 5: Results of manual examination in 50 cases per pro-
gramming language.

Language Method Accuracy

C
LLMs 70%
Static analysis tool 82%
ReposVul 85%

C++
LLMs 80%
Static analysis tool 84%
ReposVul 90%

Java
LLMs 78%
Static analysis tool 78%
ReposVul 85%

Python
LLMs 72%
Static analysis tool 74%
ReposVul 80%

3.3 RQ3: Influence of Different LLMs and
Prompt Design on Label Quality

To answer the RQ3, we conduct the experiments to analyze the
impact of LLM and prompt in the vulnerability untangling module
on the label quality of ReposVul. In this section, we randomly select
20 CVE cases, encompassing code changes that may or may not
be associated with vulnerability fixes. We recruit the same three
academic researchers who participate in the manual annotation
of Section 3.2 for labeling. Participants manually label the code
changes as “Relevant” and “Irrelevant”, respectively. After assessing,
participants reach agreements on 100% of the 20 cases.

Table 6: Performance of different LLMs evaluation in 20 CWE
cases. The numbers split by “/” in the “Relevant” (or “Irrele-
vant”) column represent the number of correct and incorrect
responses in relevant (or irrelevant) code changes. The sym-
bol “-” indicates that the corresponding statistic is unknown.

Model Size Relevant Irrelevant Accuracy

Llama2-7b [35] 7B 4/0 0/16 20%
Llama2-13b [35] 13B 4/0 0/16 20%
Baichuan2 [34] 7B 1/3 9/7 50%

CodeLlama-7b [37] 7B 3/1 9/7 60%
CodeLlama-13b [37] 13B 3/1 10/6 65%

ChatGLM [33] 6B 2/2 11/5 65%
ChatGPT [38] 20B 3/1 12/4 75%
GPT-4 [39] - 4/0 13/3 85%
Tongyi [19] - 4/0 13/3 85%

LLM selection: We present the nine investigated LLMs in Ta-
ble 6. ChatGLM [33] and Baichuan2 [34] are open-source LLMs
from THUDM and baichuan-ai, respectively, trained on Chinese
and English corpora. Llama2 [35] boasts a larger training dataset
compared to Llama [36]. CodeLlama [37] is trained and fine-tuned
using code-related data based on Llama2. ChatGPT [38] and GPT-
4 [39] are commercial LLMs from OpenAI. Tongyi [19] is developed
by Alibaba Cloud, demonstrating excellent performance across
multiple tasks. The experimental results are presented in Table 6.
The results show that GPT-4 and Tongyi achieve the highest accu-
racy of 85%, identifying all code changes related to vulnerability
fixes and the majority of code changes unrelated to vulnerability
fixes. Llama2, on the other hand, considers all code changes as rele-
vant to vulnerability fixes and thus cannot effectively distinguish
tangled patches. The other LLMs’ accuracy does not exceed 80%.
Considering that Tongyi [19] has the highest accuracy with free
API accessibility, we choose this LLM for labeling.

Prompt design: The previous work [6] has demonstrated that
the code-related task performance is largely influenced by the
prompt. We also construct four variations, including prompt with-
out CWE description (i.e. w/o CWE Description), CWE solution (i.e.
w/o CWE Solution), commit message (i.e. w/o Commit Message),
and function of the code changes (i.e. w/o Function). As illustrated
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Table 7: Performance of different prompts evaluation in 20
CWE cases. The numbers split by “/” in the “Relevant” (or
“Irrelevant”) column represent the number of correct and
incorrect responses in relevant (or irrelevant) code changes.

Prompt Relevant Irrelevant Accuracy

w/o CWE Description 3/1 8/8 55%
w/o CWE Solution 3/1 11/5 70%

w/o Commit Message 3/1 13/3 80%
w/o Function 4/0 12/4 80%

ReposVul 4/0 13/3 85%

in Table 7, the prompt used by ReposVul achieves the highest ac-
curacy of 85%. The four variations result in accuracy decreases of
30%, 15%, 5%, and 5%, respectively. The results indicate that the
CWE description has the greatest impact on LLMs owing to its
rich vulnerability information compared to the CWE solution and
the function of the code changes. The relatively small impact of
the commit message on the LLMs may be due to inaccurate and
redundant information in the commit messages.

Answer to RQ3: Among different LLMs, GPT-4 and
Tongyi achieve the best accuracy of 85% in labeling the
relevance of code changes to vulnerability fixes. In prompt
design, CWE description and CWE solution have a rel-
atively considerable impact on the LLMs’ decision. The
proposed prompt achieves the highest accuracy of 85%.

3.4 RQ4: Performance of Filtering Outdated
Patches in ReposVul

To answer the RQ4, we present the statistics of recognized outdated
patches by ReposVul from different aspects, including CWEs, time,
projects, and programming languages.

CWEs: Figure 5(a) shows the distribution of outdated patches
and total patches of the Top-10 CWEs by the number of outdated
patches. We observe that CWE-119 (Improper Restriction of Opera-
tions within the Bounds of a Memory Buffer) [40], CWE-787 (Out-
of-bounds Write) [41], and CWE-125 (Out-of-bounds Read) [14]
contain the most outdated patches, including 121, 108, and 97 out-
dated patches, respectively. These CWEs are associated with buffer
operations, indicating that developers are more prone to introduc-
ing new vulnerabilities when modifying code snippets related to
buffers, thereby resulting in outdated patches.

Time: Figure 5(b) depicts the distribution of outdated patches
and total patches throughout the past decade. It reveals a consistent
upward trend in the overall number of patches associated with
OSS, ascending from 264 in 2014 to 1,132 in 2022. Concurrently, the
count of outdated patches has seen a modest increase, progress-
ing from 53 in 2014 to 118 in 2022. Notably, in 2023, both metrics
exhibit a decline, which can be attributed to undisclosed vulner-
abilities. Moreover, the ratio of outdated patches to total patches
demonstrates a notable decrease, plummeting from 20.07% in 2014

to 10.42% in 2022. This decline indicates a heightened emphasis by
developers on enhancing the robustness of patches.

Projects: Figure 5(c) presents the Top-10 projects ranked by the
number of outdated patches. The proportion of outdated patches is
highest in the Linux project, attaining a rate of 16.05%. Following
closely are ImageMagick and Vim, exhibiting proportions of 10.26%
and 6.58%, respectively. The heightened prevalence in Linux can
be attributed to its expansive project scope and the vast number of
files, making it susceptible to the introduction of new vulnerabilities
during the submission of patches. Notably, ImageMagick and Vim
manifest a considerable number of outdated patches despite their
smaller project sizes. It may be due to delays of patch information
maintained by the security vendors.

Programming languages: Figure 5(d) illustrates the distribu-
tion of outdated patches categorized by programming languages.
Among these languages, C constitutes the predominant share at
70.7%, followed by Java at 14.6%, Python at 8.1%, and C++ at 6.6%.
The heightened occurrence within the C programming language
is associated with improper buffer operations related to CWE-119,
CWE-787, and CWE-125. The vulnerabilities are notably attributed
to the incorporation of flexible arrays and the absence of built-in
boundary-checking mechanisms.

Answer to RQ4:Within the identified outdated patches,
those associated with buffer operations comprise the ma-
jority. The quantity of outdated patches increases over
time, yet their proportion in the total patches diminishes.
Linux and C have the highest proportions of outdated
patches by 16.05% and 70.7%, respectively, across projects
and programming languages.

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Data Application
ReposVul is the first repository-level vulnerability dataset across
multiple programming languages. ReposVul can be used for address-
ing a range of OSS vulnerability-related tasks. We advocate for the
utilization of ReposVul as a benchmark, promoting a standardized
and practical evaluation of model performance.

Multi-granularity vulnerability detection: ReposVul covers
multi-granularity information, including repository-level, file-level,
function-level, and line-level features. Researchers can leverage
these features to detect inter-procedural and intra-procedural vul-
nerabilities. In addition, the experiments have demonstrated that
ReposVul outperforms the existing state-of-the-art datasets in label
quality. It supports DL-based vulnerability detection methods for
better training in the future.

Patch management: ReposVul covers a rich set of patch infor-
mation including the submission date, parent patches, and histori-
cal submission information of vulnerability patches. Researchers
and practitioners can utilize this timely information to learn the
patching process of existing software vulnerabilities and identify
outdated patches.
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Figure 5: Outdated patches about CWEs, time, projects, and programming languages.

Vulnerability repair: ReposVul provides CVE descriptions,
CWE solutions, CWE consequences, and CWE methods. This infor-
mation aids developers to better understand the causes and solu-
tions of vulnerabilities. Future research is expected to incorporate
the rich contextual information for automatically repairing OSS
vulnerabilities.

4.2 Threats and Limitations
One threat to validity comes from the collecting source platforms.
During the collecting process, we collect ReposVul from GitHub,
Google Git, and bugs.chromium, which leads to missing projects
that are hosted on other platforms in ReposVul.

The second threat to validity is the programming language. We
only extract repository-level dependency for four widely-used pro-
gramming languages due to the language-specific features. How-
ever, vulnerabilities also exist in other languages, such as JavaScript,
Go, and PHP. We plan to extract repository-level dependency for
more languages in future work.

Another validity to the threat comes from the collecting time,
we only collect the CVEs from 2010 and the previous CVEs are not
included in ReposVul, which causes some vulnerabilities may be
discovered and fixed in previous years.

5 RELATEDWORK
5.1 OSS Vulnerability Dataset
The previous works utilize different methods for constructing OSS
vulnerability datasets. It consists of manual checking-based, com-
mit code diff-based, and static analysis tool generation. Manual
checking-based datasets [42–45] utilize test cases crafted artifi-
cially. For example, SARD [46] includes samples from student-
authored and industrial production. Pradel et al. [47] employ code
transformation to convert non-vulnerable samples into vulnerable
ones. However, the manual checking-based methods face limita-
tions in labeling efficiency. Commit code diff-based datasets [12,
13, 32] gather patches from open-source repositories and extract
vulnerability data from code changes in the patches. CVEfixes [48]
fetches vulnerable entries from the National Vulnerability Database
(NVD) [49] and corresponding fixes based on entries’ reference
links. CrossVul [31] generates an authentic dataset spanning 40
programming languages and 1,675 projects, while it only provides
file-level source code. In addition, some datasets use static analysis

tools [22, 24, 50] to label vulnerability data. For example, Russell
et al. [51] integrate the results of multiple static analysis tools to
determine whether vulnerabilities exist in code snippets. D2A [30]
collects vulnerabilities from six open-source projects and employs
the Infer [50] to label data.

However, all these existing vulnerability datasets face challenges
in label quality and lack inter-procedural vulnerability. In this paper,
we propose the vulnerability untangling module for distinguishing
vulnerability-fixing related code changes from tangled patches. We
also propose the multi-granularity dependency extraction module
for capturing the inter-procedural call relationships.

5.2 OSS Vulnerability Detection
OSS vulnerability detection is essential to identify security flaws and
maintain software security. The existing OSS vulnerability detection
methods consist of program analysis-based methods [4, 5, 21, 52]
and learning-based vulnerability detection methods [7, 8, 53–56].

The program analysis-based methods utilize expert knowledge
in extracting features to identify vulnerabilities, including data
flow analysis [57] and symbolic execution [58]. Data flow analy-
sis [23, 24, 59–61] tracks the data flow along the execution paths of
the program to obtain status information at program points, thus
detecting vulnerabilities based on the security of program points.
Symbolic execution [62–64] employs symbolic inputs instead of
actual inputs and detects program vulnerabilities by determining
whether symbolic expressions satisfy constraints.

The learning-based methods can be classified into sequence-
based [6, 9, 65, 66] and graph-based methods [67–70] due to the
representation of the source code. Sequence-based methods trans-
form code into token sequences. For example, VulDeePecker [71]
utilizes code gadgets to represent programs and employs a Bidirec-
tional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) network for training.
𝜇VulDeePecker [72] combines three BiLSTM networks, enabling
the detection of various types of vulnerabilities. Russell et al. [51]
integrate convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural net-
works for feature extraction, utilizing a random forest classifier
for capturing vulnerability patterns. Graph-based methods repre-
sent code as graphs and use graph neutral networks for software
vulnerability detection. Qian et al. [73] employ attributed control
flow graphs to construct a vulnerability search engine. Devign [11]
adopts gated graph neutral networks to process multiple directed
graphs generated from source code.
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However, all these learning-basedmethods require a large amount
of high-quality labeled samples to achieve good performance. In
this paper, we construct a repository-level high-quality dataset
named ReposVul to promote the model training.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an automated data collection framework
and construct the first repository-level vulnerability dataset named
ReposVul. Our framework consists of a vulnerability untangling
module for identifying tangled patches, a multi-granularity depen-
dency extraction module for extracting inter-procedural vulnerabil-
ities, and a trace-based filtering module for recognizing outdated
patches. ReposVul covers 6,134 CVE entries across 1,491 projects
and four programming languages. After comprehensive data analy-
sis and manual checking, ReposVul proves to be high-quality and
widely applicable compared with the existing vulnerability dataset.

Our source code, as well as ReposVul, are available at https:
//github.com/Eshe0922/ReposVul.
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